3rd Webinar CONSOLFOOD
(free)
Luther Krueger's "Museum of Solar Cookers"

2nd May 2020

The expanding world of solar cookers includes a wide variety of
designs and uses. Luther Krueger has been collecting solar
cookers since 2004, and has assembled an informal museum
which hosts solar brunches for neighbors, environmental
activists, and community organizers. The collection includes
classic designs and contemporary models manufacturered all
over the world. The museum's mission is to demonstrate that
any dish, from any culture, can be cooked using solar energy,
in a cooker appropriate for the task. Further, guests are
connected directly to the orgnizations distributing cooker and
information to reduce deforestation, respiratory illnesses, and
the hazards refugees face when leaving camps. Each cooker in
the collection has been used or tested and is made available
for hands-on cooking by guests.
This third CONSOLFOOD webinar is being planned for the 2

nd

May 2020 starting at 17h15min (Lisbon time)

Programme
17:15 Lisbon time
Online access to the video conference platform
17:30 Lisbon time
Opening session, Michael Bonke, Germany
17:35 Lisbon time
Lecture about his large collection of solar cookers/ Invited Speaker: Luther Krueger, USA
18:30 Lisbon time
Question and answer session
18:45 Lisbon time
Closing session
18:50 Lisbon time
Open Space: chatting with Luther

Mr. Luther Krueger
Krueger collects, uses, designs, and promotes solar cookers in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His collection
constitutes the informal "Big Blue Sun Museum of Solar Cookers," a kind of sculpture garden of cookers on
display in half of a standard city lot. The Museum hosts Saturday Solar Cooking Brunches to provide a
relaxed atmosphere where people can learn to cook their own favorite dishes in a wide variety of cookers.
Krueger is seeking interest in a more permanent location for the museum, and continues to add classic and
contemporary cookers to its collection. Krueger is a 25-year veteran Crime Prevention Analyst with the
Minneapolis Police Department, and has served since 2006 as community faculty for the Master of Public and
Nonprofit Administration program with Metropolitan State University.
Address: 3446 1st Ave. S., Minneapolis MN 55408 USA
Email: kruegerian@gmail.com Cell/Whatsapp: +1 612-290-9450
Registration procedure:
Registration to attend this webinar is free.
If you would like to attend it, please register by the 30th April 2020, at the latest, by sending an email to
davidjoxford@gmail.com, mentioning your name, country, email address and phone number.
Registered participants will receive a link to access the platform of the video-conference by email.

Important notes:
• Only registered participants should access the platform.
• Any number of people using the same computer in the same room as the registered participant may
also attend the webinar.
• The platform can only support a limited number (100) of logged participants. If the number of registered
participants is greater than one hundred, the CONSOLFOOD organisers may arrange to repeat the
webinar at a later date.
• The webinar may be cancelled for technical reasons, or any other reason, at the discretion of the
Organising Committee.
Organising committee:
Celestino Ruivo
Institute of Engineering, University of Algarve, Portugal
Association for the Development of Industrial Aerodynamics, Portugal

Dave Oxford, SLiCK Solar Stove, UK
Michael Bonke, LAZOLA Initiative for Spreading Solar Cooking, Germany

